Introduction
Let F be a compact set in Euclidean n-space RL Suppose that the function ~(P) is defined on F and that it satisfies a Lipschitz condition. 1 It is known that ~0 can be extended to R ~ in such a way that the new function / satisfies the same Lipsehitz condition. An explicit construction was given in [1] , where even more general situations were treated. It is easy to give upper and lower bounds for the solutions. We shall do this, and also discuss questions of uniqueness. It turns out that all solutions agree on a set E which has a very simple structure (Theorem 2).
In analogy with the treatment in [2] and [3] , we shall consider a subclass of solutions (called absolute minimals) which have the additional property of being solutions of a corresponding problem on each subregion of R ~ -F. The partial differential equation ~. j=l, tx~ r tx~xj =0 is derived in a purely formal manner and it turns out that a smooth function satisfies this equation if and only if it is an absolute minimal (Theorem 8). We shall also give an existence proof for absolute minima]s.
In a later paper, the two-dimensional case, and in particular the differential equation r = 0, more r162 r tzu +Ca tuu will be studied closely.
Notations and conventions
(Xl, X 2 ..... 3~n) are Cartesian coordinates in R n. As a rule, the points will be called A, B, C ..... (Xl, x2 ..... xn) will sometimes be written as x.
The upper and lower functions
Consider now the extension problem which was proposed above. We have ~t =/~(~, F) > 0. Assume that/(P) is a solution of the problem. This means that
q~(Q) -;r PQ <~ tiP) <~ q~(Q) + )~ PQ
for all Q E F and P E R n, and consequently sup (~(Q) -2P-Q) ~</(P) <~ inf (~0(Q) + 2PQ). Q~F 
QF.F
It is easy to verify that the functions
QeF and
QeF agree with ~ on F and satisfy Lipschitz conditions with the constant ~t in R n. Hence they are solutions of the extension problem. This method of extension was proposed in [1] and [4] (footnote on p. 63).
We have thus Theorem 1. The/unctions u and v, de/ined by (1) and (2), are solutions o~ the exten-
sion problem and an arbitrary solution / satisfies the inequalities u <~/ <~ v (in Rn).
We call u and v the lower and upper functions, respectively. The following assertions follow easily from the fact that u and v are the extreme solutions of the extension problem.
Corollary. I/G is a bounded region such that G and F have no points in common, then
u(P)-sup (u(R)-,~PR) for all PEg, ReOG v(P) = inf (v(R)+,~P--R) for all Peg.
ReOG

Questions of uniqueness
It is clear from Theorem 1 that all solutions of the extension problem agree at a point P r F if and only if u(P) : v(P). In this case there exist Q1 and Qe E F such that It is seen from the first relation that P, Q1 and Q~ are situated on a straight line, with P between Q1 and Q~.
Conversely, if Q1 and Q2 are points in F such that [~0(Q1) -~0(Q2) ] =~ QIQ~, then it is clear that all solutions agree on the straight segment Q1Q2 (which we call a critical segment). It is also clear that the solution on Q1Q2 is a linear function of arc length.
We introduce the notation E = {PIP (~ F, u(P) =v(P) }, i.e. E is the set of uniqueness.
Consider a point P E E and let l be a critical segment through P. Let / be an arbitrary solution of the extension problem. We assert that / is differentiable at P and that grad/(P) =~ e, where e is a unit vector along l in the direction of increasing/.
In order to verify this we consider a point Q in some neighbourhood of P, and its projection B on l. See 
[/(Q)-/(B)[<~r(~l + (!)2-1)=O(62).
The rest of the proof follows easily, since / is linear on I. It follows from this that the vector e is uniquely determined by P E E, and if there are several critical segments through P, then they all constitute parts of one and the same line through P. Finally, since e = e(P) is unique, it is easily proved (indirectly, by a selection argument) that e (P) is a continuous function on E.
The above considerations are summarized in the following theorem: It can occur that E is empty, as can be seen from the example in the end of the next section.
So far, we have considered the problem to extend q from an arbitrary compact set F to the whole space R n. However, one can consider each component G of R ~ -F separately, and it is then sufficient to know ~v on aG. 
2= sup [~(P)-~(Q)I
and the set of uniqueness E=LN D.)
The following theorem is a consequence of Theorem 2:
Theorem 3. Suppose that the solution is unique in D (i.e. E= D and u=v in D). Then uECI(D) and [grad u I =2 in D.
This theorem should be compared with the corollary of Theorem 9 in [2] .
Lemma 1. Let ~ be an arbitrary region in RL Assume that r E CI(~) and that ] grad r [ = M in ~, where M is a constant > O. Then each point o/~ belongs to one and only one trajectory o/the vector field grad r Every such trajectory is a straight line, and it can be continued up to the boundary ~.
(The trajectories coincide with the characteristics of the differential equation (grad r By a trajectory we mean a smooth curve, such that its tangent is always parallel to grad r Proo]. The differential equation (grad r = M s is treated by means of characteristic theory in [5] , p. 40, and [6] , p. 88. However, the following simple argument leads directly to the desired result: Consider a point P E~. According to Peano's existence theorem, there is a trajectory y through P. Let Q, R be two points on V, such that the segment QRc~, and let r <r Then
where L(~QIr the length of the arc ~'QR. But
Hence L()PQR)<~Q--R, i.e. ~'QR is a straight line, and the rest of the proof is obvious.
Observe that existence of second-order derivatives is not needed in the proof.
Theorem 4. (I) I/one el the upper and lower/unctions belongs to CI(D), then they are identical, u-----v, and E = D.
( 
is easy to verify, and the assertion follows from this and Lemma 1.
The reasoning is similar in the other eases. This theorem will be illustrated in Example 3 below.
The assertion IIB, in combination with Theorem 3, leads to Theorem 
Let / be an admissible/unction. Then / is the only solution o/the extension problem i/ and only i/ /ECI(D) and Igrad /I ='~ in D.
Examples. It is easy to verify that /E C1(~), and I grad/[ = 1. Thus Lemma 1 is applicable. See  Fig. 2 , where the straight lines are the trajectories of grad/.
We shall now consider the extension problem on various domains D. In each case we assume that/~c~ and put ~ =/on ~D. It is then easy to verify that E consists of the straight segment AB, which is the only critical segment. Therefore, for such regions and such functions, our minimization problem (for /z(r is equivalent to a minimization problem for the functional sup Igrad r Because of this, some of the results of this section will have corresponding interpretations for the latter problem. This will be treated more generally in the supplement.
It is natural to consider the functional H(r Igradr as a "limit" of the sequence of funetionals 
The Euier equation for the problem IN(~)= minimum is
Remove the first factor and let N tend to infinity: This leads to the new equation ~t~.j:lCx,~x~x~x~=0, which is quasi-linear and parabolic. It is the object of this section to study the connection between the basic extension problem and the above differential equation. We introduce the notation A(r162 n It is an easy matter to verify that A(r = 89 grad {(grad r grad ~b.
The meaning of the differential euqation A(r =0 is therefore simply that I grad r is constant along every trajectory o/the vector field grad ~b. Thus ~b is a linear function of arc
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length on every such trajectory. It is also clear that every function r E C 2, for which ]grad C J is constant, satisfies A(r = 0. Now let D be a region with smooth boundary and let r E C 2 in a neighbourhood of/). Assume that grad ((grad r 4= 0 on/5. Now J grad C J must take its maximum M (in /~) at some point PoE~D and at such a point, grad ((grad r is orthogonal to aD. If A(r ~0, then it follows that grad r is tangential to ~D at Po and then/~(r ~D .grad/(x) < C < 0 on E.
Now it follows by a standard argument that max~ ]grad (/+),g)] <max~
Igrad/I if the parameter 2 is positive and small enough. This technique is quite analogous to a method used in approximation theory, compare [7] , p. 14, Satz 17.
The reasoning which preceded Theorem 6, also indicated a result in the converse direction. However, the following theorem is more general: This gives a contradiction and the proof is complete. Naturally, the inequality sign may be reversed in the theorem.
It is clear that the theorem remains valid for any function in C(/)) which is absolutely minimizing in D.
Example. Let ~ be the region obtained from the xy-plane by deleting the negative x-axis and let r be an arbitrary continuous determination of arctg y/x in ~. The trajectories of grad r are then circles with center at the origin, and I grad r [ is constant on each such circle. Therefore, A(r Let D be a bounded subdomain of such that/~c ~ and consider the extension problem on D with the boundary function r One solution is given by r itself, according to Theorem 7. Since the trajectories of grad r are circles, it follows that the set of uniqueness E is empty.
The existence of absolutely minimizing functions
The object of this section is to carry out an existence proof for a.s. minimals. The first part of~the proof is analogous tothe corresponding part of the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [3] and it will therefore be brief.
Consider 
Supplement
It should be mentioned that some of the preceding ideas can be carried over in a natural way to the following problem: minimize the functional H(r [grade(P) ] over those functions which take on given values q at ~D and which are sufficiently wellbehaved in D. It is convenient to consider only those functions r which satisfy a Lipschitz condition in some neighbourhood of every point P fi D (the constant in this condition may depend on r and P). Such functions are differentiable a.e. in D, and H(~) is well-defined (see [8] ).
NOW the following distance is defined for points in D: d(P, Q) =inf~GrL (7), where F is the class of polygonal arcs which connect P and Q and which lie in D. L (7 ) 
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